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On Sunday afternoon my mother went to visit my grandfather at his assisted living to find him in complete
respiratory distress after what appeared to be a grand mal seizure with aspiration. The hospice nurse came
to the bedside and was informed to "call an ambulance" for transfer to the Hospice Inpatient Care Center.
The nurse called 911 (not understanding the center meant private ambulance) and medic 12 and Shannon
responded to the scene. 
They explained to my mother they were unable to transport my grandfatherto the hospice center, informing
they can only transport to the ED. After some back and forth, and probably some push back from my mother
(sorry!), they assisted with helping with my grandfather, placing oxygen to help get him comfortable, and
getting him into my mothers car for transport to the hospice facility. With my grandfather on their oxygen,
they followed her to the facility and assisted her on getting him into the hospice care center. She did not
need to go above and beyond with assisting my mother past what was done at scene, but the overwhelming
sense of caring and professionalism that was shown to my family is irrefutable. My mother praised Shannon
for her compassion, understanding, and willing to do whatever she could to help in the situation that was
still under her policies and protocol. Her service to my family and the community won't be forgotten. My
mother is a veteran nurse of 45+ years from working the inner city hospitals to geriatrics, and has seen a lot,
but it's always different when it's your own family. 
Thank you to the medics and fire crew who responded to the scene, and an extra thank you to Shannon who
made a very scary situation less terrifying for my family. He did pass away today, under the extraordinary
care of the hospice staff with family by bedside, so thank you again with your assistance getting him where
he needed to go. 

Susanne Truver, RN, BSN, CEN
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